Abstract. We give a positive answer to the question of K. Bouras ['Almost Dunford-Pettis sets in Banach lattices', Rend. Circ. Mat. Palermo (2) 62 (2013), [227][228][229][230][231][232][233][234][235][236] concerning weak compactness of almost Dunford-Pettis sets in Banach lattices. That is, every almost Dunford-Pettis set in a Banach lattice E is relatively weakly compact if, and only if, E is a KB-space.
Let E be a Banach lattice. Recall that a norm bounded subset A of E is called to be L -weakly compact if x n → 0 for every disjoint sequence (x n ) contained in the solid hull of A. Every L -weakly compact set is relatively weakly compact set, but the converse does not hold in general. In an L-space, L -weakly compact sets and relatively weakly compact sets coincide. More generally, every relatively weakly compact subset of E is L-weakly compact if, and only if, E has the positive Schur property. Hereby, we say a Banach lattice E has the positive Schur property if every weakly null sequence with positive terms in E is norm null.
Following Bouras [2] , a bounded subset A of the Banach lattice E is said to be an almost Dunford-Pettis set if every disjoint weakly null sequence (f n ) of E ′ converges uniformly to zero on A, that is, sup x∈A |f n (x)| → 0. In [2] , Bouras showed that every L -weakly compact set in a Banach lattice E is necessarily almost Dunford-Pettis. Also, every relatively weakly compact set in E is almost Dunford-Pettis if and only if E has the weak Dunford-Pettis property. If every almost Dunford-Pettis set in E is relatively weakly compact (in particular, Lweakly compact), then E is a KB-space [2, Theorem 2.10]. Conversely, if E is an L-space, or a dual KB-space, or the norm of E ′′ is order continuous, then every almost Dunford-Pettis set in E is L-weakly compact (and hence relatively weakly compact). In those three cases, E is a KB-space. Therefore, Bouras posed the following open question.
Question [2] . Does the assumption "E is a KB-space" imply that each almost Dunford-Pettis set in E is relatively weakly compact (resp. L-weakly compact)?
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In this short note, we give a positive answer to the question with respect to weak compactness of almost Dunford-Pettis sets. That is, every almost DunfordPettis set in a Banach lattice E is relatively weakly compact if, and only if, E is a KB-space.
For Banach lattice theory, we refer the reader to [1, 4] and also the original paper of Bouras [2] .
Theorem. Let E be a Banach lattice. Every almost Dunford-Pettis set in E is relatively weakly compact if, and only if, E is a KB-space.
Proof. For the proof of the "only if " part see Theorem 2.10 of [2] . We need only to prove the "if " part. To this end, let E be a KB-space and A an almost Dunford-Pettis set in E.
First, we claim that the solid hull sol(A) of A is likewise almost Dunford-Pettis. Otherwise, there would exist a disjoint weakly null sequence (f n ) ⊆ E ′ such that sup x∈sol(A) |f n (x)| > ε 0 for some ε 0 > 0 and all n ∈ N. So, we can find two sequences (x n ) ⊆ A and (y n ) ⊆ sol(A) satisfying
Clearly, (g n ) is a disjoint sequence. From the weak convergence of (f n ) it follows that g n w − → 0 (cf. [1, Thoerem 4.34]). Since A is almost Dunford-Pettis, we have
which is impossible. This proves that sol(A) is an almost Dunford-Pettis set.
Now we can assume without loss of generality that A is a solid almost DunfordPettis set in E. Let ρ A (f ) := sup x∈A |f |, | x| for each f ∈ E ′ . Clearly, ρ A is a lattice seminorm on E ′ , and ρ A (f ) = sup x∈A |f (x)|. Let (f n ) be an arbitrary order bounded disjoint sequence in E ′ . Since f n w − → 0 and A is almost DunfordPettis, we have ρ A (f n ) → 0. Therefore, for every 0 ≤ f ∈ E ′ , by [4, Theorem 2.3.3] A is approximated order bounded with respect to ρ f , that is to say, for every ε > 0 there exists 0 ≤ x ∈ E satisfying
where
Note that the w * -closure A 
To this end, let (f α ) be an arbitrary decreasing net in (E ′ ) + with f α ↓ 0. It is enough to show that | x ′′ |, f α ↓ 0. For each α we have
To finish the proof, we need only to prove that ρ A (f α ) ↓ 0. Indeed, it may be assumed that there exists an element f ∈ E ′ such that 0 ≤ f α ≤ f for all α. Let ε > 0 be fixed. By ( * ) we have
In a KB-space without the weak Dunford-Pettis property (e.g., ℓ p , 1 < p < ∞) almost Dunford-Pettis sets and relatively weakly compact sets can not coincide.
There is another topic included in Bouras' question: (Q1) Is every almost Dunford-Pettis set in a KB-space L-weakly compact?
We are not able to answer it and have to leave it still open. However, we can make some comments on (Q1). In [3] Chen et al. introduced the class of almost limited sets in Banach lattices. A norm bounded subset A of a Banach lattice E is said to be an almost limited set if every disjoint, weak * null sequence (f n ) of E ′ converges uniformly to zero on A. Clearly, every almost limited set in E is an almost Dunford-Pettis set. Almost limited sets and L-weakly compact sets coincide in E if and only if the norm of E is order continuous ([3, Theorem 2.6(2)]). Therefore, (Q1) is the same as the following question: (Q1 ′ ) Do almost Dunford-Pettis sets and almost limited sets coincide in a KBspace?
Let us recall that a Banach lattice E has the positive Schur property if, and only if, every relatively weakly compact subset of E is L-weakly compact. We know that every Banach lattice with the positive Schur property is a KB-space with the weak Dunford-Pettis property. In 1994 Wnuk [5] By the Theorem of the present paper, in a KB-space with the weak DunfordPettis property almost Dunford-Pettis sets and relatively weakly compact sets coincide. Hence, if the answer to (Q1) is positive, then the answer to (Q2) is likewise positive. In other words, if the answer to (Q2) were negative, then there would exist a KB-space where we can find an almost Dunford-Pettis set which is not L-weakly compact.
